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Abstract

This paper presents some recent experimental results performed with
the aim of understanding the basic mechanism of passive cooling . The
AP600 passive containment cooling system is simulated by an electrically
heated vertical pipe, which is cooled by a naturally induced air flow and by
a water film descending under gravity. The results demonstrate that
although the presence of the water film improved the heat transfer
significantly , the mode of heat transfer was very dependent on the
experimental parameters. Preheating the water improved both film stability
and overall cooling performance.

1. Introduction

Passive cooling systems are common design feature of proposals for
advanced reactors. In such systems fluid flow is induced naturally by
buoyancy forces generated by heat transfer processes rather than by a pump
or a fan and the absence of moving parts (which might fail) gives the
system an inherent (Passive) safety. A number of the advanced reactor
designs are described by Glasstone and Sesonske [ 1 ] .



The containment cooling system, which would be required in the event
of a severe reactor accident in a loss of coolant, is an obvious application
of naturally induced flows. The containment shown in Fig. 1, from a
European design for a next generation light water reactor (LWR) is a
typical example. The inside of the containment liner would be heated by
free convection, condensation and radiation and would, in turn, induce an
upward flow of air through the annular gap between the liner and the outer
concrete containment shell. The arrangement proposed for the
Westinghouse AP600 pressurized water reactor is a little more complicated
, Fig. 2. The steel containment would be cooled by an induced upward air
flow and additionally, during the first three days following the accident, by
a water film falling over the surface under gravity.

A number of studies [2,3,4,5] have been carried out in support of the
AP600 containment cooling system which has the added complexity of a
thin film of water on the surface, flowing in the opposite direction to the
naturally induced air flow. With this arrangement heat is both convected
downward in the descending water film and conducted across the film to set

p up the thermal boundary layer condition for the upward convection in the
air stream. In many cases convective heat transfer will be enhanced, or even
dominated, by evaporative losses. In addition, the water flow may not
persist as a uniform film on the containment surface but may break up to
form rivulets.

The experimental investigation presented in this paper examines the
influence of the water film on the wall temperature of a passive system. The
system studied was a uniformly heated vertical pipe. The heat input, water
inlet temperature and water flow rate were all varied in the range
representative of the AP600 reactor conditions.

Core catcher

Figure (1) : Passive containment cooling system in next generation
European LWR
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Figure (2) : Passive containment cooling system in AP600

2. Experimental Apparatus

The test section consists of a vertical stainless steel tube of diameter 76
mm, thickness 1.9 mm and length 8 m, which was directly heated by an AC
current, Fig. 3. The wall temperatures were measured by 58 cromel-alumel
thermocouples welded to the outer surface at 43 axial locations. At 5
positions there were 4 thermocouples to check the circumferential
uniformity in temperature. The test section is heavily insulated on the
outside to minimize heat losses. The water film was introduced at the top
by a central multi-jet nozzle, which was supplied with water at the required
flow rate and temperature. The induced air flow entered the tube at the
bottom via a bell mouth entry section.

3. Procedure and conditions

In all wet tests reported here, the water spray commenced while the tube
was still at room temperature and then the electric power was applied. The
test conditions covered are as follows; electric power input of 1.35, 2.25
and 3.0 kW; water injection rate of 0.013, 0.02 and 0.027 kg/s, inlet water
temperature of about 20, 40 and 65 °C. The tube wall temperatures were
measured in dry tests (no water) for the three power inputs.



4. Results and Discussion

Due to space limitations only a sample of the results will be presented
here. The wall temperature distributions for 1.35 kW and different water
injection rates are given in Figs. 4 and 5 and the wall temperature
distributions for 3 kW are given in Figs. 6 and 7. Each figure contains
results for the three water injection temperatures in addition to the dry test
(no water injection) at the corresponding power input for easy comparison.
On these graphs the bottom of the tube is at the origin and the top of the
tube is near the right hand side. Thus the water flow is effectively from
right to left and the air flow is in the opposite direction, from left to right.

From Figs. 4 and 5 it can be seen that for the highest temperature the
water film temperature falls as it flows down the tube and for the lowest"
temperature there is a temperature rise. The underlying mechanism here
must be that for the low temperature water inlet
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Figure (3) : Test facility for naturally induced air flow
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Figure (4) : Wall temperature distribution for power input of 1.35 kw
and water flow rate 0.013 kg/s
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Figure (5) : Wall temperature distribution for power input of 1.35 kw
and Water flow rate 0.027 kg/s
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the heat flux from the wall to film is greater than the heat loss from its
surface. For the film starting with the highest water temperature the
situation is reversed and the heat loss (evaporation and convection) are
greater. Regardless of its starting temperature it seems that the water (and
therefore the wall) temperature are likely to settle at some constant value.

On Figs. 6 and 7 for the highest power input of 3 kW the above trends
hold for the highest water inlet temperature but for the lower temperatures
the wall temperature response is different . The profile shows a peak
above saturation temperature and there must therefore be some dryout of
the tube. There is also some observed circumferential variations in the tube
temperature in these cases. The inlet and outlet ends of the tube, however,
always appear to remain wetted (covered with liquid film).

It is clear that this simple experimental work has highlighted some
important aspects of the processes involved in passive film cooling which
require careful attention when they are modeled. It appears the water film
will be thin and evaporation from its surface is a dominant feature in the
process. Also the results have shown that the resulting temperature profiles
are sensitive to the spray temperature. In the practical containment cooling
the containment surface condis also expected to be significant.

Further work is required to quantify these experimental findings and to
try to work a theoretical model that takes account of all the factors that
appear to affect film cooling. In particular film breakdown should be
investigated thoroughly to establish the conditions under which the
containment surface will remain wetted.

5. Conclusions

From the results presented in this paper we can draw the following gen:

1. The presence of the water film falling under gravity on the tube wall
reduced wall temperature substantially when compared with those for
naturally induced air flow alone.

2. At low power levels, high water injection rates and low inlet water
temperatures the principle cooling mechanism was convection in the water
film.

3. At higher power levels there was a tendency for the water film to
break down unless the injected water was preheated.

4. The overall cooling effectiveness at high power levels was improved
by preheating the water.

5. With high water inlet temperature evaporation was the dominant heat
transfer mechanism.
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